
    
Further to the PIO talking points we discussed during our many training sessions, I put 
together the following for consideration regarding public information officer’s response 
to media and citizens questions when it comes to your agencies use of firefighting foam. 

He/She needs to be briefed and given truthful talking points about public’s right to know 
as they relate to health and environmental issues associated with your division’s training 
activities and or fire responses which include out of county or state events in your role 
as a special ops. asset in your region.

Suggested PIO Knowledge & Talking Points

A. Foams used for flammable liquid firefighting (class B fuels) is generally non-toxic 
mixture of 97 to 99 parts water and one to three parts foaming concentrate which 
produce a shaving cream-like lather or froth. Fire foam does what a frying pan cover 
does to smother a grease or cooking oil fire; it separates needed air from a burning 
liquid’s fuel surface by way of a chemically treated, microscopic film of water that drains 
from the foamy lather, much the same as beer or soda-pop looses its head. This 
foaming agent is known to firefighters as Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF). The 
more popular alcohol resistant variant is known as AR-AFFF and what is used, on the 
whole, by most municipal firefighters in the region for dealing with class B, liquid fires.

B. Firefighters mix water and foam concentrate with special devices known as foam 
proportioners which supply concentrate/water solutions to commonly used hand-held 
fire hose appliances at small, un-ignited spills or fires. Larger cannon-type devices 
known as monitors are mounted on fire engines or mission specific foam firefighting 
trailers. The larger the appliance the further its reach. They are often required because 
large liquid fuel fires release tremendous amounts of radiant and convected heat, 
requiring firefighters to stand off at safe distance while delivering long range streams of 
class B firefighting foam. 

C. Airport crash-rescue vehicles mix water and foam concentrate on the fly and can 
nimbly apply firefighting foam through turret monitors as they move around an aircraft 
involved in fire. On flat, non-porous surfaces foam extinguishes liquid spill fires pretty 
much on contact and is very short lived (fast draining) requiring frequent reapplication to 
maintain its air excluding blanket. 
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D. Fire Departments use a slow draining (AR-AFFF) firefighting foam which is slightly 
more complex and is specially formulated to deal with the wide range of liquid fuels 
found on rails, highway transit or stored in large tanks throughout the state. Foam fire 
trainers use a surrogate not unlike Mr. Bubble or high sudsing dish detergent. 

E. Environmental - PFOS and PFOA Concerns - Class A & B Foam Differences

Environmental impact is proportional to foam concentrate used. Like anything else, too 
much of a good thing may end as a bad thing. Of concern is how much oxygen foam 
water solution extracts from the still waters of a small pond or a larger lake. Fish and 
plants in a pond need oxygen to survive. Firefighting foam’s fast biodegradation, not the 
bubbles can temporarily deplete the pond’s oxygen supply proportional to quantities of 
foam concentrate released. 

For example: a small, shallow one acre pond receiving a couple hours runoff of from a 
large foam operation can produce temporary oxygen deficits sufficient to kill fish for 
several hours or even days. Larger moving bodies of water are less impacted, as 
oxygen demand of the foam solution is reduced in proportion to dilution of moving water 
and or tidal exchanges.

Long term health, environmental and residual impacts of accumulated chemical 
components of now obsolete  AFFF, class B firefighting foam components (PFOS and 
PFOA) are lately being discovered in public water wells near military and civilian crash 
rescue firefighting (CFR) training sites where 20 to 30 years of continuous class B fire 
training has occurred.

It should be noted that, by law, modern AFFF and AR-AFFF firefighting foam surfactants 
are formulated using a chemical process which produce non-bio-persistent components. 
Note: Class B foams are not used for ground cover (class A) fuels or in structure 
firefighting; such fires are fought with a detergent based foaming and soaking agent not 
unlike dish soap. Both class A & B firefighting foams present the same.

Today, liquid fire events where AFFF and or AR-AFFF, class B firefighting foams are 
used on a onetime, emergency basis should not generally be cause public alarm. 

Manufacturer’s Material Safety Data documents (MSDS) disclosing specific chemistry 
characteristics of firefighting foams in use by your organization should be available on 
scene and or through your department’s administrative office.
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